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Abstract

The report outlines the methodology utilized and results acheived tinder the

U. S. Army Research Office grant number DAAL03-90-G-0221. The work covered

two main areas of resea-ch--the aerodynamics of rotor blades including viscous

and high angle of attack effects and, secondly, the propagation of noise from

the rotor blade, particularly the nonlinear propagation. The aerodynamics work

inclu(led the development and testing of a Navier-Stokes computational solver

for rotor blades which incorporates rotating, translating, flapping and feathering

motions. Results, which focus on the British Experimental Rotor Programme

(BERIP) blade, clearly show the importance of including all motions in the calcu-

lation of aerodynamic forces. The acoustics research concentrates on the devel-

opment of a method for computing the nonlinear propagation of acoustic signals

in the atmosphere. The method is based on a boundary-element discretization

of the time-dependent, nonlinear wave equation. Results, computed for a, sphleri-

cahlly symmetric domain, show an equivalence with Whitham's method up to lhe

formation of a shock.
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1 Description of Research

1.1 Aerodynamics of Advanced Rotor Blades

This section summarizes the developed Navier Stokes solution method which, apparently,

closely resembles that eml)loyed by I)uqu6[l]. The text also describes the grid and its gen-

eration. The current grid provides a notable improvement over the more typical C-Il grids

utilized in previous studies of the BERP blade, since it can more completely descril)e the

highly-swept BERP blade at the tip, a critical part, of the geometry.

Though the method does provide improvements, it should be noted that some incomn)lete-

ness remains. The first problem area, involves the wake effect. It has become commonplace

to account for the effect of the rotor wake by introducing a downwash velocity at the blade

surface as, essentially, a. boundary condition. This surface velocity, computed independently

ui.ing a code such as CAMRAD, can be uniform, vary radially, or vary in both radial and

chordwise directions, depending on the degree of complexity sought. Htowever, the prograilis

which generate the induced velocities cannot at present handle odd geometries or high blade

angles, and are of little use for predicting the induced velocities at the BERP surface. The

current method ignores the effect, of the wake, except the small part of it contained within

the computational grid. It is, of course, impossible to predict the pressures, forces, and mo-

ients which would arise on an actual lifting blade under the prescribed flow con(litio•ns when

the wake is not consi(lered. However, there appears to l)e no comnputationally realistic way

to include any reasonably accurate wake effect at this time. Ignoring the wake should muot

significantly change the basic characteristics of the flow field, as observed by I'sing (/. al.[2]

who use only a. constant. correction factor for the velocity at. the blade surface. (C'onsidhrat1ioii

of this wake effect was not, at issue for I)uqlu6 who studied only rectilinear flight, regimeIs.

The remaini ng area of con cern involves the turbulenlce modeling. It appears, t Iirough

a. st.u idy of the literature and(t through discussions w ith experts in the field, that I here re-

mains a. fair amount of disagreement regarding the accuracy an(d appplical)ility of thle variou0s

t-1rlilence nimodels. It, see'ms that, io mi iodel currently exists which will relial)ly peIr(lict flow
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Figure 1: Rotor airfoils used in the current study.

separation or shock-wave location tinder a wide range of conditions. It also appears in doubt

as to which model performs best tinder the conditions uinder study here. Based on some

previous results of Lomax and Mehta[3] and Degani and Schiff[4], and because of its relative

simplicity, the Baldwin -Lomax turbulence model was chosen for use in this study. Tili pri-

mary drawback of this model seems to be in predicting shock location on transonic airfoils.

The previously mentioned references indicate that, at least in some cases, the model works

well in predicting separation on airfoils and bodies at high incidence.

The advanced-geometry rotor blade tnder current study represents only an approximate

rendition of the true BERP blade. Though the blade p)lanform is available in the public do-

main, the blade airfoils and the twist of the rotor inboard of the tip p)addle were unavailable.

The rotor studied here had the exact BERP planforin, but airfoils were defined lba,•,i only

on the sketches pul)lish(ed by Perry[5]. Though the actual BERP blade has inboard twist.. the

cirrent bla.d(e has none. Thus, the results published here cannot duplicate the performance

of the actual BEI{RP blade'. lHowever, since one objective is to determine planforin effects on



the flow field surrounding the rotor blade, the actual airfoils used should have only secondary

effect on the desired results. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the airfoils used in generating

the results presented here. One set of calculations was performed on a rotor with a J3EIlll tip

but, with NACA OOax airfoils, where xx refers to the thickness ratio at a particular location.

The thickness distributions for both sets of airfoils was the same.

The simplest way to create a grid for solving rotor-blade aerodynamics problems consists

of generating two-dimensional C-grids a.t various radial locations and then stacking thern

in the spanwise direction. For most, conventional rotor geometries, this approach presents

nol difficulty. Because of its highly-tapered tip, however, using this approach for the IBEH P

blade leads to extremely small cell sizes near the blad tip where the chord l)ecolies very

small. In fact, the length of the chord oil the act i,;.ade planform goes to zero at the tip---

a geometry which cannot be handled by the C-HI generation method described above. An

approach to avoiding the difficulties at, the tip involves "clipping' the blade at some inboard,

fiiile-chord station. This approxiimation carses two problems. Firstly, it, cauiises the loss of

the effects of the tip regions of the blade which mIay be of great importance. Secondlv, even

though the blade is clipped at some non-zero chord position, for the geomnetry t.o be even

closely a.pproximated, the chord-length must necessarily be quite small. This causes a. very

deuise clustering of grid points nrear the hip, extending radially to the far field. i, effect, such

a. grid wastes grid points in areas where they are not needed and puts a. severe rest rict ion on

the maximum allowable time step because of thf small cell size.

The prot)lens duc to clipping caii be remedied by constructing a grid iii which t he "span-

wise" stations oui the blade surface c-all be rotated in any direction, specified by giving leading

almid trailing edge positions of a station rather thant a simngle spanw ise location. The( last sl a -

tiou on the blade can thus be made parallel to the actual blade tip. Near tile I ip, both

ON ainld off the bla-de, the sections are specified to "fail" into the inner amid omt er parallel

scOtlions. The tipper amid lower surfaces at any station oil the blad care interpolated froim t le

act u a.l airfoils using bilinear surface patiches. Figure 2 shows a conuipIa t,ionial grid oil tihe

b~ladle surface.



Figure 2: Surface grid on the BERP blade tip.

The only equations suitable for highly separated flows and amenable to present com-

puters are the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. An implicit, time accurate LU

decomposition method proposed by Obayashi and Fujii[6] is adapted to solve for the flow

properties near and on the rotor blade. Benefits from this procedure include less computa-

tional work as well as less required storage than conventional ADI methods. Furtherimore, it

does not require special differencing because of the three-dimensionality of the flow, and the

code to implement it is easily vectorized. A local geometrical time step is used for steavdy-

statte problems to increase the convergence rate. Choosing a constant. time step will prodlce

a time-accurate solution for unsteady problems.

The solution method handles the blade motion by imparting a velocity rela tive to a

fixed, inertial reference frame to each point on the grid. Grid velocities appear in the

gove'rning equation, derived in a fixed frame of reference, as control volume velocities. For

hover and simple forward flight cases, the expression for these is commonly known and fairly

stra iglitforward. If, however, the blade undergoes flapping and feathering motions, as well

as rotation and forward flight, the transformation from a grid-fixed system to a space-fixed

one becomes much more complex. Appendix A contains a, derivation of the grid velocities

relative to a fixed coordinate system for a pitching and flapping rotor 1lade. At. this time,

7
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in uniform flow (non-rotating) at .2 Mach number and 130 and 20' angle of attack. Figures

,4 and 5 show the computed lift coefficients for these cases. The current results are shown

for two grid sizes. The original grid was the largest possible for the ineinory available on the

Arizona State University Cray X-MP. When the NASA Ames Cray Y-MP became available,

a. grid convergence study was undertaken. It was determined that an increase of 21% in

the numbe~r of grid points was required for convergence with the blade at 130 angle, and an

increase of 81% was required with the blade at 20'. The maximum grid size utilized was

123 x ,15 x 43 points in the wrap-around, perpendicular, and spanwise directions, respectively.

Several discrepancies exist, between the results of l)uqu6C, and the current ones. These

occur, first and formost, because of the differing airfoils. Additionally, since Perry's[5] and

l)uqu6's descrpt.ions of the airfoil thic'ness and its distribution along the blade differ, some

variations in the lift distributions could 6cir simply because of the differing thicknesses.

This would be particularly apparent. at high angles of attack. Nevertheless, the major trend

of lift coefficient with span is consistent between the two results. The 13° case was run with

NACA 00xx symmetric airfoils, as well as with the F3El9P-like airfoils. Results from these

calculations show virtually the same dependence on span, but a.t a slightly lower value of cr.

A major thrust of the work described herein is to determine the effect, on the advanced

rotor blade of the unsteadiness, not only due to forv ard flight, but also incurred because

of the blade motions. Therefore, the Navier-Stoke:, code was written in such a. way as to

easily incorporate arbitrary blade motion through time dependent grid velocit ies. Appendix

A describes the derivation for the grid velocities including blade feathering and flapping

as well as the rotational and translational motions. The figures below show results for a

13lEIR P-like blade in forward flight with It = .25 and hover tip Mach number equal to .65.

The prescribed collective allid cyclic pitch was given as 0 = 10 -- 10sin l!, where 0 is given in

degrees. [1"or giwyen blade properties, it is quite lpossible to solve for the blade pjositioni 1.

the blade flatpping --as a coinseq hence of the computed forces if it, is assuimed tiMt, nost, of the

lift, on the blade comes from t he on ter portions over which the complitation is carried ouil.

'hiis does, however, require the nillmerica I solultion of yet, another differernt ial equation wiricli

10



describes the time-dependent blade motion. In order to avoid the additional complexity

(and additional computation time) of including the blade dynamics at this initial stage of

development, the flapping angle was prescribed to be /3 = 5 -5 cos V/. This flapping schedule

is not necessarily realistic, especially for the large cyclic pitch introduced above. Nevertheless,

it does provide a vehicle for examining the flow response to th, type of unsteady motions

experienced by a rotor blade. The flappi~ig and feathering are given with respect to the shaft

axis.

Though it is not necessarily valid to compare the results from the rotor in forward flight

with no motion to those from the rotor with flapping and feathering, the comparison will,

nonetheless be made. As shown in the figures, the prescribed motions cause large changes in

the pressure distributions on the rotor blade at all radial stations. The illustrated pressure

klist.ributions are shown for radial positions at the notch and in the middle of the paddle.

1.1.2 Conclusions

The developed code provides a robuist method for determining the forces on a rotor blade

indergoing general motion. The current code could be enhanced by developing a manner ill

which to include the effects induced by the wake, a task which cannot be completed utilizing

current methodology. Though uncertainty is introduced through use of a turbulence model,

little can be (lone to ameliorate this in the absonce of a more exact closure procedure.

The presented results concur with some previously published ones and introduce some

additional conclusions with regard to the aerodynamic characteristics of the BERhI rotor

blade:

1. At high angles of attack, the blade produces a. large, stable attached vortex at the tip.

2. The notch does seem to play a. role in BI3RlI aerodynamics-a vortex is produiced at

the notch which trails into the wake. This vortex does not, appear to remain at tachied

to the blade, although, at. a. 200 angle of attack, there may be sotime small region of

attachmientI. The notch seenis to provide a stall barrier for the inboard Ii'ailing-edge

stall at (Y = 13" and for the large-scale separation at. = 200.

11
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:3. The major fea~tures of tie aerodlynamics of tire paddle sect ion are uinaffect~ed by airfoil

section.

4. Feathering andl flapping urotilons greatly affect, the loadling on tire blade.

1.2 Nonlinear Propagation of Acoustic Waves

Whitham[81 and others have shown that, in situa tions wh~er e fihe force ((fSlue to acoustic

pressure disturbances overshadow those causedl by (lissipa~tive processes, any acouistic( signal

wvill experience a, deformiat~ion from thie init~ial Nwaveform. lit the absence of (lissipat ion, thle

signal will eventuall1y steepen and form a. shock dueI( to the nonlinear natuire of the real

atmosphere in which tire signal t~ravels. T"hough tHe amprlhitutde of a travehling acoirst ic v

decreases with (listanrce from the source of tire, {istrrrbance, the deformatilon of thle wave

becomes more pronounced as it, travels farther andl farther fromn the position of it,s inceptionl.

Conisequently, as long as tHie (listrirbailce is loud enough at the source (such as that p~rodulcedl

by a. fast-mnoving rot~or blade), tire signal will exhibit nonlinear steepening, especially as thle

wave travels t~o tire far field.

Several methods a~re available for conip)itmiig tire wave field produced by air acoustic (lis-

t~urlbarice. Thie iiost widlely attempted involves a finiit~e di fference approach , an B11laeder[9]

has enjoyed sonic success using this nirethlod. Finit~e differencing requires thle use of large,

dense grids, and it. tends t,- subdue propagat~ing dlist urbances because of the Inherent, art I

ficial damping resulting from discretizing the partial (derivatives of the govern ing equat ion.

There are tech niques a-vailable for redurcing or ellinriiat~iig thiis ext~raneous, damnpinrg. 1but thre

cuirrent research centers onl develop)ing a mnethodology for solving t hie integral -;I tdlier tI hair t lhe

dIifferenti al form of tlie non i irca r wave equadt ion. NiumiericalI solirtion of th le Hiit gra.l eqi at iOT

iinvolves suinninmatons rat I ir t.ira i dIifferen ces anrd Is. therefore, less sirb ja'ct to (Ii seret iza t ion

errors andl shoul1( require fewer grid p~oiniits for air a ccii ate soliut ion.

The conirplet~e a~cor sti1c an alogy eqiiatioir, Includ (1ing nioni- Iinirar effects~, cal b~1e genrerical ly

written as

p(x, 0)- [.f(x, y,pmy't))11= _ dV(y) =, oI



where p represents the acoustic (disturbance) density. Strictly) speaking, the fiinct ion fi

the integran d11(epend~s not, only oii p, 1)u1, also onl the -a riables 1) (acoustic pressure) and v

(disturbance velocity). Additional auxiliary equiationis, tHe choice of which depends oii t.he

assi iptions andl siinpli ficatlioris of tHie problem, pirovidle thie rela tioiisli ips bet ween p. v, anid

p. For exampIle, the isent~ropic reta tioin provides 7) as a functioin of p xv hen thle i'seiilrolpiC

assumptioin is inivoked. 'I'li ot~her governing equiations give velocityv for oic- diiiiensioiiaI

propagation, the contilunitvy equation proves siifficielit for fi ndinig tHe veloci t-N vi tIi (leils"itv

givenl.

Equation 1 a ppea~rs sim In iar t~o a, Vol terra. IntegralI equat ion of tHie secon d k I lid but. d Iffers III

that. the va~riables in the iit~egrali ( must. b~e evaliiat~ed at. tHie irtardcd t,11W1, T /- - Ix - yVjCO.

where, as is cust~omary, x represents observer posit~ion, y represeiits source posit ion (iii the

nt~egrand), and Co is the amnbient, speed of soun d. Ali~ a pproximnat ion to eq. I for ilie derisi y

at. N x-loca~tioius (grid size. N), (-all beC writ,t en as

N

pi(0) - E3 f),(pj (7T)) ]__K(x, y)dV(y) =0. (2)

where the int~egrand of eq. 1 is replaced with~l !l(p(y, i)) k~x, y), and( i runs from I to N.

Equiat~ion 2 a ppea~rs very sun iltar Ito a. b)ounidary element, approachi to solt i loii of n1t~egral

equ ations excep~t. hialt the density with in t tlie slillmu iationl mulst, be com ipiited at t he ret ardted

time. Equation 2, then, rep~resenits a. set, of N cqiiatuions (one for ea cli of tHie N grid pIoinits

with N' unknowns- the N pi's and l the N( N - I ) p3 s.

In order to make the conpu tatilonal p~rocedu ire miore tract~able, a simipJler forml of eq. 1

was utilized to solve for tHie xva-ve field p)roduiced by a puilsatling s phere:

,I-,.]& ± [] d , / [+ (6 ± ~- i/ ()

Equi ation 3 is equivalent, t~o thle tra son V siiia It-d(ist i rl-ba ce equantoji for aerod v ia [Inc.,r, a iid

alt (ilanlt'it'ies hiave beenl madte diiiensionless. The square b~racket s Ind~icate e(vatliat ioul at t tie

ret ardled tiiie. III eq. :3, y': represenuts the vetocity pote(nltial, i',, is thle normal velocii v of a
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surface bounding the field, and1 R is the (distance between an Observer point ani(l a point III

the field. The equa~tion canl be discret~izedl for ani N x Al-point grid as

4 Trp 2 (t) = 5~ < )JdS + I:~(T j c(~sIS +± Y()/ (I?3 S
S=1 j=i zi3 1

ELquatlion 5 represents, effectively, A' x 1f equations with (N x A11)2 unknowns, just, as

dIescrib~ed above with regard to eq. 2. In1 the above, o j is t.he a iigle bet weeni the niorriial t o

the bounding surface a~nd the vector, x - y.

C rocenenboonm[10 O~Suggest's uising a linear Interpolation of the irnknow n varia ble (Inl this

case, 4,o) as a function of t iii Order to estimlate it~s values at, the appropriate ret ardledl fluel(s.

However, the lineaxr initerp)olation for y) gives a constant, valuec for 0,p/0I for the (hlrat ion of a

givenl time step. At/, and therefore, gives a zero value for thle second~ (derivative wvith rcspect to

t except id, times given b~y IAt (n. anl linteger) When (Pt IS iindefl nedl. For t he linear p~roblemil

in which (pt is not, requi red, this si mple interpolation may, work quit.e well. bu11t. it is ol viouslv

tiot. Suited t~o the nonlinear case. It, was dlecidled, therefore, t~o use a fast. Fourier t ranisfornI to(

intterlpola~te betweeni known thinres t~o determine thle values of V at. the correct. reta rdled t~i mes.

Thre known, linea-lr solution is used as a, starting solution for the It erat ion.

Figure 8 shows resuilt:; of the inital comnputa tioins for the pressure as a fu netion of radlial

(list ance for a Mach numn ber onl the Surface of the sphere of .2 for bothi .10 and 60 grid points

ii the radia~l direction. Tire figure indhicat es little Ii fferenice bet-weenl thre resulIts for thle two

gridl sizes. Adldlitionally, the figurre comupa res the resiilt's to thle solution calcul a ted using thle

classical mnethod of Whit.ha ii adapted to the cuirreiit problem inivolvinig a corit. in rIMS Wave

tra-in in three Ii merisions Thre compu tedl resurlt~s a ppear t~o exhiibi t the classical prob~lemi wvith

usinrg too few Fourier coefficeient~s to resolve the wa~ve forn i . An at tretii1 )t. to solv-e I. his prOlblenil

by slimply doubli rg the miniiuber o)f Fourier coefficients residrt-s iii a dIivergenice of thle it erat ion

sclienie'.

U sinig tlie Fouriecr trarlnsfornri t~o a pproximat~e the jut e-lni solu tion a fter each it eralt on ha s

the adhvanit age t.hiat tile t.111e derivat ives iii eq. 5 are as easily (est ima ted as t he pot ciii ial
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Spatial Pressure Variation, T = 0
M=.2

0.2
i i o 40 radial locations

Si ~o 60 radial locations
0.15 i i --Whitham's method

En 0.1
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Dimensionless Radius

Figure 8: Solution a.t t = 0 for four Fourier terms.

function itself, and no numerical approxiination to derivatives is required. However, each

coniponent of the Fourier series is multiplied by its frequency when the first derivative is

taken and by the frequency squared for the second derivative. This procedure tends to

exagerate any errors in the coeflicients of the higher frequencies, especially in the nonlinear

term which contains the product of the first and second derivatives of the velocity potential.

Consequently, including additional, higher frequencies in the Fourier approximiation to the

velocity potential leads to the dominance of errors in these frequencies. As the nonlinear

component, of the potential becomes more pronounced, such as when the Match numlber of

the initial disturbance increases or the distance from the source surface becomies large, the

importance of the high frequencies an(], thus of their errors, also increases.

Figure 9 shows the computational results from the same case as before, btm, with eight

terins in the Fourier series an(l using a. technique to smooth the high frequencies. The

smoothing method, due to Lanczos[11 ], averages the value of the signal over the sinallest

;ntcrval (At.), or highest. frequency, in the series. The technique appears to (ainl out. high-
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Spatial Pressure Variation, T = 0
M = .2, 8 Fourier Components

0.2

0.15 o computed
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cn0.1
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0.
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Figure 9: Solution at t 0 for eight Fourier terms with Lanczos smoothing.

frequency errors up to the point where a shock (or a near-shock) appears in the waveform.

As shown in the figure, the computed values compare well with the Whitham solution.

1.2.1 Conclusions

The (developed computational method appears to provide a means for accurately predicting

the nonlinear propagation of an acoustic signal. Because the nonlinear effect of steepening

becomes progressively more apparent as the wave travels outward from the source, the effect.

will have increased importance in the far field. Though, as the figures show, the method gives

good results for some cases, improvements must. be made in order to handle more general

conrditions. Some of these include:

1. Once a shock (or at. least a very large pressure gradient) appears in the outward-

travelling wave, the La~nczos smoothing is not, sufficient to supress the error in the

high frequencies of the Fourier series approximation to the waveform. Therefore, sonIe
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other incanis for cit. her sinoot Imi t t lic, Fourier represent at ion or evcen for ap proximi atii (r

tile funlctionl nnt1st be attctmpted. A suiggestedl smoothing tecliniqiuie is tlic( filtering~

of the waveform resulting, from calculations (it a gi vein it era t ion before its ilig it to

coinplite( valuies at tilie itext it erat ion. It may be more appropriate to utt ilize a difIferenti

titterpola lion miethod0( alt oget her for (leterminiintg tilie valuies of tlie( potenutijal at thle

ret arded t inics, althloutgh performitug aIII F FT Is, vcry fast rclat ive to( polynoio al 51)liite1

fittling, for example.

2. The methIodh has, at, presenit, only b~een tested for the very simtple case of tlie( pitlat -

tug sphecre, which is hothi stationary andi~ sphertical ly sym met ricalI. Thle code titlist be

ala pt~ed t~o account for mtore geineral geomet~ries wvhiich do niot inecessarily exlibi it slilt-

p)1 f~ylig symmet'ries, and( for moving Sources which are of Interest inI t lie calcudlation of

hielicopt~er rotor1 nioise. Tluough titit her of t hiese adapt~at ions nmodlifies thle baisic- ii et hod(.

which is a. sohtlutio t~o eq. :3, tlie( new geonet rv and ret arded pla uforun calcuila tions ad(1(

Cons I derable conmplexity to tilie actunal Comuputeci code.

:3. The it~era tion proceduri e, sounetimnes termied fiunctiona (iiic ration, seeiiis to be painifutIlly

slow InI its convergence chara ctecrist ics. The imore st~anduardl net~hods for iumprov iiig tlie(

convergeiice, such as 'Newt oii- Ra pisoui or secant mnethods, are mnot. 1ract ical for sitcli

a. large systecu of equtaltiois. .Nevert heless, to iiake. tithe soluittion niet hod feasibI le, pa r-

tIi try for more coinplica t~ed problems, withI larger integration grids, its coinvergeince

rat~e shoutd 1(1e cit hanced.

2 Supported Personnel and Publications

Thle grant Supported D~r. V. Wells, t1lie princi(pal imivc~t( );ug1tor, at I *IX timte ( tmmngle aca-

(leuic year and for t~wo mtonthtIs (hiring thle stummier. D~r. G. AbdY. who developed and tested~i

t ie( Nay icr-Stokes code, wasý siupport ed part -t imei diurinmg tlie( first yea r of tlie( gralitt D)r. .A in

received his Phi.I). degree ]IAii.mguist of 1992. Mr. Fred Selhin, at Masters' (1(giec caiidlidate.

was slitpport ed at, 50%/ timue fromt . a ititary, 199)1 to Oct ober, 1992.
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The research supported by the grant has thus far resulted in one publication:

Abdy, G. and Wells, V., "A Numerical Study of Advanced Rotor Blades," in Pro-
ccdings of the litcrnational Teclinical Specialists 1eecting on Rotorcraft Acoius-

ties and Rotor Fluid Dynamics, American Helicopter Society and The Royal
Aeronautical Society, October 1991.

It is anticipated that the research performed under this grant will form the basis for several

forthcoming pulblications.
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A Derivation of Grid Velocities for a Rotor Undergo-
ing Feathering and Flapping Motions

Th'le dlerivat ion considers a rotor blade undergoing four basic types of motion. These include

1) forward flighit at uniformn velocity, 2) rotation about at hub axis with constant angular

velocity, :3) feathering about an axis parallel to the blade spani, and1 4) flapping about a

hinge at the hub. Because the code requires knowledge of the grid velocity with respect

to a fixed, Inertial coordhinate system, the above motions must be described as such but In

termns of coordliates on the gridl. Therefore, if rf represents the position of a grid point with

resp~ect to the fixed, inertial systemi, and if r.. represents the positionof suc a pointk in the

gridl-fixedl system, an expression is required which gives rf in ternis of r"' and time. Then

the time derivative of rf will give the grid velocity. It should be noted that this exercise is

thle opp)osit~e of that which is conmmonly p~erformed in a kiticinatics p~rob~lemn, for example,

where velocities anid accelerations are genlerally written with resp~ect, to a body-fixed system.

On ain actual helicopter rotor, the flapping mnot ion arises as a consequence of unequal lift

forces at. various azimuthal angles due to b)oth unsymmetrical Inflow and cyclic control inputs.

Tlo (determini te the a monunt, of flapping anol the aerodyna miic forces at any azlimuth , solution of

a systeni conplin g thle b~lade dyniamnics wvithi the aerodynamics is required. Such a procedunre Is

far too 1. tue consum in iig for t lie current, task, and, for t h is reason, at flapping motion considlered
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Figure 10: Definition of Coordinates for Feathering/lFlapping D)erivation
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reasonable for the condi itions uinder stlidy is p)rescribed. Ill general, fla~pping, and feathLerinig

are (descri bed in termis of Fourier series in ij", t lie azi ninith ang~le, as

0 =0O)+ Acos + B, snin4+ A 2 cos 2i{d- B 2 sin 2<'+. . ., (5)

/3 = 3, + a, cos ?/, + b, sin ýJ + a2 cos 2<, + b2 sin 2ý/ + ., (6)

where 0 reprecsents the p)itching angle (feathering) and 13 thle flapping angle. The current

work restricts 0 and /3 to their first harmonics, though the deriva~t~ion of the grid1 velocities

itself is genle'ral enlough to inlcludle anyv specification of the pitching and flapping motion.

Consider t le (xlt', y//',z.. z) coordinates, shown in figure 10e, to be fixed to the grid (in

this case, to the blade, also) such that y... extends along thle spanwise, or radial, direction

itn il x. runs in the (:10rdlwise direction, positive toward the trailing edge. The blade, and

gridl, pitch aboutt anl axis parallel to the y"'-axis, designated by the p~osition vector, r0 . Note

that. the vector, ro, is theni the samne in the ( X/', y"'/, z"..) systein and the (iyz)system,

whose y-coordina~te coincides with y"', butt which dloes not pitch with the b~ladle. Therefore,

tlie triphe-lirimnedl coordinates p~tch about the axis, ro, with resp~ect to tliciouble-primled

coordinmates, with Ipitching rate 0.The relationship between at point, r", andl at poinmt given

hby r"' is t. lien

r r + [11(C) (r"' - ru), (7)

where 11(0) is at rotation matrix between the two systems. Now, theic (X", y", z") coordinates

flap withl resp~ect to a system designated by (x',y"', ') whose r-a~xis coincides with x", as

shown iii figuire 10Oc. The rela~tiorlshiil between r' atiol r" is then

wheiem 13( /3) represents the flapping rot~atioli inat~rix. In a, similar nmarier,

where, againm, S( l/') t.ranisformns fromt a rotating (and tranlslatling) system t~o onle whi ich is Jumst.

translating. (See figuire 10Oa. ) Note tChat tHie (.r,!y, z) systenil Is tranislat inig with respect to
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fixed space at a constant velocity, V which may approach at an angle, a, so that the velocitv

of the (.> y, z) coor(dinates with respect to the fixed ones will be V =-V cos ox -- + I sin (!1.

II general, then

rf =r+V. (10)

The f subscripts refer to the space-fixed coordinates. To determine the grid velocities, note

that

ýj =/+ V. (l

Now,

r =[S(")][I3)] fro + I(O)(r"' - ro)j, (12)

So that,

r = [S'13:', I ,.lBlI](r"' - ro). (1:)

The rotation iiatrices are all functions of ne, acmr'l iing to the prescribed feathering, flap-

ping, and rotation mioiotions which, up to this point in the derivation, can ie consi(dered

perfectly general. The code utilized here considers only motion given by the first hariionics

of equations 5 and 6, and rotation given by Q( =1t.

The code which performs the flow calculations requires only the current, grid positions,

r or rf, and not those in the grid-fix'ed frame. To re(lduce the storage requirenient.- that is,

so as to not have to store r"'--the code solves eq. 12 for r.' in terms of r at c, time step

and then sul)stitutes into eq. 1:3 to get. the grid velocities iii terms of r and ro only.
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